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Continuously printed since 1988, this is the best-seller of the famous Tesla Technology Series from

High Voltage Press. Here are Tesla's suppressed inventions economically published all in one place

in clear English and 42 illustrations. Disk turbine, Tesla coil, high-frequency lighting, magnifying

transmitter, radio, wireless power, free-energy receiver. The only systematic intro to Tesla

technology. Lucid, literate, astringent, this is the original that broke the ice. Accept no potboiler

imitations, however fantastic. Quality booklet, offset printed, saddle-wired, 60# stock, 2-color cover.
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The information in this little gem is hard to come by... patents, also interesting tidbits about Tesla

himself. --Technica, the newsletter of Powell's Technical Bookstore, summer, 2000

. Once an editor of a series of conventional electronics textbooks for the schools, Trinkaus admits

that he never understood how electricity really works until he studied Tesla. He is also author of

Tesla Coil; Son of Tesla Coil, Radio Tesla, and is editor of Tesla's The True Wireless (the Tesla

Technology Series from High Voltage Press.) The Tesla Mystique is Trinkaus' popular on-line

critique of the sentimentalized popular culture of Tesla.

This is not a book. It is a pamphlet unworthy of middle schoolers. In fact, it is especially unworthy

because it is deceitful in a number of ways:1) This is a 30 page or so pamphlet, stapled together, in

really cheap paper.2) There is nothing about any so called "lost inventions". Only standard, fairly



well-known inventions (see the cover!), but quite poorly described and even more poorly illustrated.

What a disgrace.3) My own copy was stapled together in the wrong order, with two of the papers

stapled upside down.I felt utterly disgusted and cheated.Do not purchase this misleading trash.

Better works exist. If you want to know more about Tesla and his inventions and contributions, read

his autobiography (especially when it comes to his perspective on predicting futuristic technologies.

He addresses the subject in various portions of his autobiography), or any other of Tesla's many

well-written biographies. My personal favorite is Jill Jones' Empires of Light, covering Tesla, Edison,

Westinghouse, et al.

This was something I could have printed and stapled together myself... nothing new, piece of crap..

Don't buy it... ever

This is a blatant plagarism of "Secrets of Antigravity Propulsion: Tesla, UFOs, and Classified

Aerospace Technology" by Paul A. LaViolette Ph.D.

If you are a science nut, this is a gem. If you are a hobbyist, this is not the book for you. While it may

talk about projects, none of these are the kind you can do in your garage. ( sells those separately.)

Tesla was a genius and a man before his time. I also believe that in his later years, he began to

loose focus on the science and started trying to blur the lines with religion. Fortunately, this book

does not have any of that in it and is pure science.

not detailed enough for my liking. though I can imagine that a great deal of the information is

classified and used by our military.

This book's author rightly claims to have little education in electrical science. This is amply shown in

the text of the book. I found it a waist of time and money. Outrageous claims are passed along

without any attempt to qualify them. Fanciful theories of "free energy" are promoted. Should be

listed under "science fiction for children". would be doing their customers a great service to cease

the sale.

Don't waste your time or money on this "book" - it's nothing more than a photocopied pamphlet

stapled together, and the information is poorly organized and written.
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